
AN OVERVIEW OF THE EFFECTS OF MUSIC ON THE EMOTIONS OF

DIFFERENT PEOPLE

The specific mechanisms through which music evokes emotions is a rich field of listen to music to be moved -
sometimes people use music for other effects. . In summary, movement, be it in musical or physical form, is one.

In a relatively unknown and somewhat concerning study for the free-willed person 5 , playing
characteristically French music in a wine shop increased sales for wines originating from France and or
characteristically German music increased sales of wines from Germany. So as babies, it is theorized that we
view the world as a large, pulsing combination of colors and sounds and feelings, all melded into one
experience â€” ultimate synesthesia. Science, ,  It reduces post-surgical stress and pain and decreased the
symptoms of depression in elderly people. In spite of controversy, studies have shown observable responses to
elicited emotions, which reinforces the Emotivists' view that music does elicit real emotional responses.
Emotions evoked by the sound of music: Characterization, classification, and measurement. Some therapeutic
issues of music are discussed in section Musical Therapy for Psychiatric or Neurologic Impairments and
Deficiencies in Music Perception prior to the remarks concluding this study with an outlook. It makes the
people more generous and trustworthy. There is disagreement about whether music induces 'true' emotions or
if the emotions reported as felt in studies are instead just participants stating the emotions found in the music
they are listening to. Chen, J. Loudness The physical strength and amplitude of a sound Intensity, power, or
anger The linear succession of musical tones that the listener perceives as a single entity Complementing
harmonies: happiness, relaxation, serenity. It goes beyond physical relaxation and attunes the mind and body
with the cycles of Nature. And as upward movement is typically related to experiences like jumping for joy,
this mirroring in the brain however, without overt movement would contribute to the recognition and
experience of the emotion conveyed by the music. For instance, the role of memories in music-evoked
emotion is quite a familiar to most people: many people have break-up songs - pieces they listened to during
that emotional time and that can instantly bring on the emotional state experienced during the break-up even at
a later time. Journal of Cognitive Neuroscience 12 3 ,  The classical music improved visual attention and aided
the children suffering from delayed development, by increasing the synchronization of hands and eyes. The
music devoid of the vocal element is more helpful as the words divert the attention. Pleasure from music may
partly stem from expectations that are based on musical regularities and the way these expectations are
fulfilled or violated as the composition unfolds in time as well as the tension experienced while waiting for
this resolution. The results found that emotions conveyed by music were more intense than the emotions
elicited by the same piece of music. There are playlists for acoustic concentration, noise, Zen focus, deep
focus, intense studying and natural concentration. Musicae Scientiae. Gandharva Veda It is the text on all art
forms including music, dance, and poetry Gandharva Veda refers to Gandharvas as singers in the court of
Gods with superb musical skills. In modern and contemporary music, however, formal attempts of
understanding are useless because form and self-containedness are missing Zender,  Finally, the reports on
musical therapy are briefly outlined. Some historical comments on music-evoked emotions are compiled in
section Historical Comments on the Impact of Music on People of this study. In the absence of written
accounts, the oral tradition has preserved the Vedas and the ancient music in its completeness. The shivers
going up the spine reduces the sense of internal conflict and relieve the burden. North, A. Another study in the
US too confirmed that the music balanced physiology decreased tension and irritability, caused less lethargy
and increased the activity of the brain. Understanding the special interaction between the two may take us
closer to understanding the fundamental nature of both. Be it within films, live orchestras, concerts or a simple
home stereo, music can be so evocative and overwhelming that it can only be described as standing halfway
between thought and phenomenon. The ancient sages discovered the intrinsic spirit of the frequencies of
nature within their consciousness and reflected it through music. Anti-anxiety Music is best for preoperative
anxiety and the anxiety related to dental procedures. It has a decent collection of the songs for the brain. I
hypothesize that sedative music will calm and relax, exciting music will bring excitement, and neutral music
will bring emotional equilibrium. The personal liking did not matter. The emotional and cognitive benefits of
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music are due to these activations. This may produce an increased level of arousal in the listener. The rhythms
of music move the body and restore the physical functions. But too much pop and hard rock leave one more
frazzled than energized. A brief outline of the psychological discussion of music-evoked emotion is given in
the online Supplementary Material section. The types of music were chosen because of their predicted effects
and because of their differences in tempo. Research in psychoneuroendocrinology and molecular markers is
reviewed in the context of music-evoked emotions and the results indicate that the research in this area should
be intensified.


